Agustín Gabriel Bosso
I have experience as a web developer and product manager.
I know very well the whole way from the idea of the client
from the requirements gathering to the delivery and I can
manage each of its steps. My goal is to work in a flexible
company that grows and allows me to grow within it. Knowing
that my effort directly affects the progress of my company is
the way I measure my professional achievements.
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yo@agustinbosso.com
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 Experience
Chief Product Owner
2017/08 → Now Now
Pagantis in Barcelona

offered me the opportunity to begin my management career and
a company that is in the sweet spot of transition from startup to big
A great opportunity to push to its best my talents and the experience
these years. My work at Pagantis consists of:

 Lead the Product Owners and UX teams synchronizing the activities of each
team and ensuring the team focus towards the quarter goals
 Contribute to the company transition through the Agile Fluency both
procedural and cultural.
 Work together with the finance team to build the business plan, extract from
it the KPIs and build with the POs team the company's roadmap
 Have a global vision of the needs of the different merchants and customers
to make delivery of functionalities that fit the needs in the broadest and most
scalable way in the required time
 Contribute and help build the company's User Experience and User Research
culture, also transitioning from a more UI-oriented vision to the global
experience.
 During transition periods or for importante projects I took care of some
teams as their PO, as: Customer experience team, Merchants API team and
Payments methods Issuing and Acquiring team.
Some of my achievements have been:
 Build processes and procedures for product development. As a company, we
have decided to be guided by Martin Fowler's Agile Fluency model, moving from
HiPPO culture, with roadmaps in paper to a culture with data-based decisions,
research, experimentation and goals planning by sprint and quarter with
measurable impact on the KPIs of the company

https://martinfowler.com/articles/agileFluency.html

Pagantis
return to
business.
gained in

Fintech - B2B2C ~100 
Paperless consumer lending

and you w ill never need luck
Better done than perfect: validate
early

 The procedures, where each team has defined its own based on an initial
guideline, helped to improve the performance and predictability of the teams to
the point of starting to deliver projects and functionalities systematically in a
timely manner when previously this was little or rare.
 Lead the card issuance project as Mastercard Principal Member

Product Manager
2015/11 → Now 2017/07
Skyscanner in Barcelona

Travel - B2C ~500 
Flight and hotels metasearch

My duties and responsibilities as Product Manager at Skyscanner Hotels were:
 Take the role of Product Owner in Frontend and Backend squads in the
Hotels section, later the Deals and Attachment squads, focused in discounts
and internal acquisition respectively.
 Understanding the online and offline ecosystem of tourism and travel
industry.
 Communicate to the development teams the goals and priorities, always
aligned to the objectives of the company in general and hotels section in
particular.
 Design and analyze features starting with the user through quant and qual
data: Understand their behavior analyzing our funnels at the light of different
types of user testings.
 Test those features using A/B testing or T testing, obtain and understand the
metrics associated with the business. At the end, always to improve the user
experience.
 Ensure the delivery of the product in a timely manner, provide the team with
all the information concerning the business needs as clearly as possible.
 Collaborate with other POs and managers from other teams, products or
verticals, same or different companies to facilitate the integration and the
provision of services between different departments.
 Use of different methodologies and frameworks as Scrum, Kanban,
Design Sprint, etc to deliver complex projects.

gv.com/sprint/
Product Manager
2010/03 → Now 2015/10
Zyncro in Barcelona

Social Networks - B2B ~40 
Intranet and multi-purpose social net framework

Some tasks I performed in this role are:
 Discuss and investigate with the sales team the features customers demand
and need.
 Find solutions to problems seeking to optimize resources.
 Analyze features and write use cases (UML) or user stories (SCRUM).
 Communicate to the development team requirements and product roadmap.
 Advising partners and external developers on potential product integrations.
Some achievements in the fulfillment of my work have been:
 Concept and design of the plugin system that uses the product which has
allowed, not only to add functionality created by others, but also customize the
product with features asked by clients, giving the possibility to use the product
as a framework and not just as a cl osed product.

 Design of multiple functionalities into the product that
has been well reused in different projects.
 I have advised and accompanied international partners
from Japan, France, Holland, Germany, Brazil, and Mexico
in the development of their applications, customizations
and put into production.

Web Developer
2009/10 → Now 2010/03
Zyncro in Argentina

Developer

Social Networks - B2B ~40 
Intranet and multi-purpose social net framework

My technical background and my curiosity and interest to understand how we
sold the product opened the door to me to be the link between both worlds. I
found it was easier to pass from the technical world to business than the
inverse.
The tasks I performed, among others, were:
 Development of frontend modules using Zend Framework for PHP
 Development of corporate website using Magento.
 Implementation of connectors and services using REST and JSON.
 Development of visual elements and eyecandy using JQuery,
jQueryUI and CSS3.

Java Developer
2009/06 → Now 2009/10
IntercomGi in Argentina

Consultancy - B2B ~80 
Automated SEO tool

My brief stint in the Java world taught me about different concepts of backends
to which I was accustomed.
Some tasks that I made during that time:
 Creation of interfaces to connect the core product with the frontend.
 Optimizing access modules database.
 Development of the ROI per keyword calculation module for an automated
SEO engine.

Web Developer
2007/06 → Now 2009/06
IntercomGi in Argentina

Consultancy - B2B ~80 
E-commerce websites

My first work experience taught me the terrible gap between the academic and
professional worlds.
Some tasks in which I worked during those years:
 Laying out pages in HTML, CSS and Javascript using as a base the designs in
Photoshop to accomplish a pixel-level filling with original design.
 Development of backends and frontends in PHP and MySQL.
 Development of plugins and extensions in the framework used in the
company, eventually even changing the core of it to incorporate new and more

modern technologies.
 Management and communication with customers. Requirements gathering.
Cooperation with providers and customers.

 Languages
Spanish: Native
English: Fluid

 I like...
anime , soccer , agile
Cluetrain, android , kayak,
coffee,

hiking ,

technology ,

travel , manga, linux ,

video games ,

UX,

open source , SCRUM marketing,
pedagogy, physics,

spaceflight,

 Education
Computer Engineering – Dropped because of personal reasons on the 3rd year.
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